
An opera house of crickets 
auditorium of stonebark 

the chorus a-strike-that-line 
predictable, exhausted anthill 

 
Not an idyllic forest // a conglomerate of trees looking on 

THE SLIME OF TIME 
 

Contrapuntal;  
pellet-sprout 

 
Contrapuntal;  
semaphore-song 

 
Irrepressible brainwater 

 
I wear this dazzling hurricane (my ball gown 

(I take off my plankton sandals to chew)… 
 

The body that grows on my top body  
and the body that grows on my bottom body  

 
(The child in my belly, 
 the mother on my back  
a 2-headed monster + me:  
 

(So Few Words I’d Like to Sing! 
 

Trinity-Forest 
 
Propeller-Scare 
 
Mint-Apocalypse 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

First speaker’s entity (an X):     
  



X’S SPEECH: 
 
Look at the primary cloud’s absorbable force—the vortex of indifference and lattice streams (slowly). A 
pressing insinuation overhead. Is it a button large enough for failure to observe? Your attention strays into the 
vicissitude of a schedule. Enough spelled words leave you nonetheless empty. I thought of this (as yet) unformed 
word (I could not decide in which language). We talk about asides rather than the thing I need help to think. 
The oblique. Our dying is robust and you who occupy an inch of earth often think of bones. 
 
I rinse my speech with bleach and month-old soiled sheets. These bits of hair remind me that I exist as blood, 
muscle, affect grind (my mood: small enough for a blur). 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Thee blind ecology fills # rock. Thee filament hollow as gale tree  
bursting with hurricane darts. Split tree is shaped  
conch defangs undulating hemlock. Down below head on argillite.  
Fragments impair her ability to think. All words for trembling  
stumble beneath bedrock, arrayed in the draped forms of leaves  
quaking through gusts, swirls. 
 
Thee power enough to rattle thought 
cowering blur 
boundary cannot speak 
 
I withhold words for storm in her native tongue. 
 
Here a blank.    A roar.     Here an absence.   
 
What moves the tulip? 
If not spit, teeth? 
For the chorus sings: 
 

Word for bone is OLIGARCH 
 

 
 
 
 



When we look at the sun with shut eyes and see it is just another day. I respond to all troubling facts by seizing 
more trouble. Shedding my body’s vines. The small gestures of time turn within me. Wrapped in slowness my 
motherhood weighs a child’s golden weight. I comb her hair, flap her large ears, and clutch the breathing slab 
in the palms of her hands.  
 
Water tastes like westward and bleeds more sentient 
 
Noticing the odors of day, delicious curry of unknown neighbor, memory of summer while now leaves trail 
down to the ground  
 
A daughter hesitates between ways of spelling the same sound: 
 

The left (maimed way)  
A warped manner  
 

We move to the swamps and lug Grendel’s mother upon our backs. Her gentrifying corpse. 
The sun juts open within a cloud that takes on a morbid shape 
 
A daughter’s first fears: 
 

Clouds shaped like monsters 
Mother monstrous 
Warlike motherpaws 

 
 




